
                                            
 

So, what is a beta-reader? Someone who assists the author by reviewing a pre-release version 

of a book. 

Who are my beta-readers? As my first round was all women and girls, this time I deliberately 

sought out the other sex – men and boys. You’re writers and high school boys.  

What do I expect from you? I expect you to be harsh! Tell me what you’re really thinking as 

you read. “I wonder why the character didn’t…” or “What the heck? That came outta nowhere,” 

or “This part seems really confusing.” 

How soon do I want replies / feedback? I’m hoping to get your feedback within 3-4 weeks, so I 

can incorporate changes and pitch at a conference in September.  

 

I’m sure you’ll find typos and grammar errors, even though I've line-edited it several times. You 

may note those if you feel compelled to do so, however, I don’t want that to be your focus, and 

if you choose to ignore them, that's okay. I want you to read and enjoy; I DO NOT want you to 

feel like you're being asked to line edit. Yuck! 

 

I especially want your feedback on the following big picture items which were identified by the 

first-round beta-readers and I attempted to address in this revision: 

 

• Are there sections that drag? Where? Please use page numbers as often as you can. 

• Did you feel Iric was an active protagonist / investigator? If not, why not? 

• Do you feel like you can empathize with and root for Iric? Or no? Why / not?   

• Did I leave too many clues so that you figured out the ending far in advance? If so, where and 

which ones? 

• Did I not leave enough clues, making you feel like I pulled a fast one at the end?   

• Do you feel the opening chapter, “First Kill,” and the second to last chapter, “A Mother’s 

Revenge,” are too violent? Why / not? 

• How would you describe the “voice” of the first and second to last chapters? Are they teen or 

adult?  Please explain your thoughts. 

• How would you describe the “voice” of the rest of the book? As teen or adult? Please explain 

your thoughts.  

• Do you think the book would engage adult readers? Why / not? 

• Italics are used for telepathic thought-speech. Is this effective? Or would you prefer some 

other text device is used – like bolding, for example? Make other suggestions, if you have 

them. 



• Iric’s internal thoughts, his “I” statements, are currently not italicized in the text. Was this 

confusing? 

• If I used another text device like bolding for thought-speech, would italicizing Iric’s internal 

thoughts be too much differentiated text? Or would it aid in your enjoyment / comprehension 

of the story? 

 

Most of all, I hope you enjoy the read. 

 

Again, thank you for your time. I look forward to hearing from you. 

 

Anita McDivitt Barrios 


